Objective: Disturbed neuronal interactions may be involved in schizophrenia because it is without clear regional pathology. Aberrant connectivity is further suggested by theoretical formulations and neurochemical and neuroanatomical data. The authors applied to schizophrenia a recently available functional neuroimaging analytic method that permits characterization of cooperative action on the systems level.
Method: Thirteen medication-free patients and 13 matched healthy comparison subjects performed a working memory (n-back) task and sensorimotor baseline task during positron emission tomography. "Functional connectivity" patterns, reflecting distributed correlated activity that differed most between groups, were extracted by a canonical variates analysis.
Results: More than half the variance was explained by a single pattern showing inferotemporal, (para-)hippocampal, and cerebellar loadings for patients versus dorsolateral prefrontal and anterior cingulate activity for comparison subjects. Expression of this pattern perfectly separated all patient scans from comparison scans, thus showing promise as a trait marker. This result was validated prospectively by successfully classifying unrelated scans from the same patients and data from a new cohort. An additional 19% of variance corresponded to the pattern activated by the working memory task. Expression of this pattern was more variable in patients during working memory but not the control condition, suggesting inability to sustain a task-adequate neural network, consistent with the disconnection hypothesis.
Conclusions:
Pronounced disruptions of distributed cooperative activity in schizophrenia were found. A pattern showing disturbed frontotemporal interactions showed promise as a trait marker and may be useful for future investigations. Br ain function is characterized by both regional differentiation of function and the necessity to coactivate functionally appropriate cooperative networks for all but the most trivial of tasks (1) . Mapping regional deficits with neuroimaging has been successfully used to study circumscribed lesions, such as stroke. However, neuropsychiatric disorders such as schizophrenia exhibit a devastating syndrome despite only subtle localizable functional aberrations. In this disorder, investigation of abnormal functional connectivity (i.e., the cooperative action of neural systems) appears promising (2) since many studies show low neuropil levels, abnormalities in synaptic, dendritic, axonal, and white matter tract organization, and abnormalities of glutamatergic neurotransmission, which are consistent with disturbed intracortical connectivity (3) (4) (5) (6) .
Despite this interest in connectivity, most neuroimaging studies of schizophrenia have continued to examine circumscribed abnormalities. In the present study, we directly tested for the presence and potential relevance of disturbed connectivity in schizophrenia by using blood flow data obtained during a test of working memory, the capacity to keep information "on-line" as necessary for an ongoing task (7) . We chose working memory because it is disturbed in schizophrenia and has been linked to abnormal blood flow (8) .
As an operational definition, we regarded brain regions as functionally connected if their activities were correlated (1). We characterized patterns of correlated activity that were most different between patient and comparison groups by using canonical variates analysis (9) . These patterns were prospectively validated in two separate data sets, one from the same subjects and one from a different subject group.
Method

Subjects and Task
We studied 13 medication-free patients with DSM-IV schizophrenia (paranoid subtype, N=6; undifferentiated subtype, N=7) and 13 age-and sex-matched healthy comparison subjects. The patients' mean age was 32.5 years (SD=8.2), their mean education level was 13 years (SD=2.9), and the group contained three women and one left-handed subject. The mean age of the comparison subjects was 30.4 years (SD=7.9), their mean education level was 17 years (SD=3.1), and the group contained four women and one left-handed subject. The patients were withdrawn from medication at least 2 weeks before the study. Subjects were excluded if they had a history of medical illness or treatment rele-FUNCTIONAL CONNECTIVITY vant to regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF). Comparison subjects were excluded if they had a first-degree relative with schizophrenia. After complete description of the study, the subjects provided written informed consent according to National Institutes of Health guidelines. During scanning, the subjects performed the n-back task ( Figure 1 ). The numerals 1, 2, 3, and 4 were presented at the rate of one every 1.8 seconds in a diamond-shaped array by means of a computer. The subjects held a button-box with four buttons arranged similarly. In the 0-back (control) condition, the button corresponding to the current number was to be pressed. In the 2-back (working memory) condition, the button to press corresponded to the number seen two presentations before.
Data Acquisition and Analysis
Positron emission tomography (PET) scans were obtained over 1 minute on a GE Advance (Milwaukee) three-dimensional scanner after injection of 10 mCi [ 15 O]H 2 O. For each subject, seven images each during the 0-back and 2-back conditions and two to four scans during rest were acquired, corrected for attenuation, and reconstructed (resolution: 6.5 mm full width at half maximum). After subtraction of background activity and registration (10) , the images were template-normalized and smoothed with an isotropic 10-mm 3 full width at half maximum Gaussian kernel by using SPM 97 (Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology). Scan-to-scan variation in global counts was removed by using proportional scaling. Main effects (condition, group) and interactions (condition by group) were assessed with contrasts of the adjusted means by using t statistics transformed into the z statistic. Values significant at p<0.001 were corrected for multiple comparisons on the cluster level (11) . Locations of maxima are reported as millimeters relative to the anterior commissure, which were determined after registration to the SPM 97 population-derived template, which is larger than the commonly used single brain depicted by the Talairach-Tournoux atlas (12) . The indicated Brodmann's areas are approximate and were found by affine transformation of the SPM 97 coordinates to the TalairachTournoux atlas.
Analysis of Functional Connectivity Patterns
Functional connectivity patterns differing most between groups were extracted by using a canonical variates analysis (9) . By this method, similar to partial least squares (13) , one first computes a normalized correlation between the data and a set of regressors (contained in the design matrix). This correlation matrix is then decomposed in a series of "eigenimages" and "scan loadings" that best represent the variance (or information) in this correlation. As such, these eigenimages reflect the functional connectivity of brain regions relative to the experiment. Detailed instructions for applying this method to neuroimaging data and the statistical testing (Anderson statistic, including levels of freedom) are given by Worsley et al. (9) ; the software is available from the second author. Since this method operates on voxel-by-voxel correlation matrices, the extracted eigenimages reflect patterns of correlated activity and, by our operational definition, functional connectivity. Since in our case the design matrix contains no regressors other than those needed to model the group-by-time interactions, there are no specific information and no prior assumptions about the task design, and the method can thus be seen as data driven. It yields an assessment of the variance explained by a given pattern, as well as a test of significance based on a multivariate linear model. For each voxel, the resultant patterns contain a positive or negative value depending on how activity at this voxel contributes to the given pattern (similar to a loading in a factor analysis). The expression of the pattern is calculated for every given scan and is expressed as a positive or negative coefficient. Inferences about the functional relevance of the connectivity patterns can then be made, provided that this profile of pattern expression can be linked to specific disease states or task conditions. Also, an analysis of scan-to-scan variability not previously feasible in PET can be performed. However, inferences are valid only for the entire pattern and not for individual regions. It is possible that a given brain region contributes to several eigenimages (e.g., dorsolateral prefrontal cortex activity in our data).
Results
Behavior
As expected, the patients' performance during the working memory task was significantly worse than that of the comparison subjects: 53% correct (range=20%-90%) versus 77% correct (range=59%-99%) (t=3.41, df=24, p<0.05). No performance differences were apparent during the control task.
Activation Analysis
During the working memory task, as compared to the control task, both patients and comparison subjects activated similar networks encompassing the bilateral dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, the inferior parietal lobule, and the cerebellar hemispheres, while deactivating medial frontal, middle temporal, and parahippocampal areas (Table 1). The between-group comparison (condition-bygroup interaction) showed less activation in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and inferior parietal lobule in the patients than in the comparison subjects (Table 2 and Figure  2 , right), as well as less deactivation in the medial frontal gyrus, left superior temporal gyrus, right parahippocampal gyrus, and right inferior occipital gyrus (Table 2 and Figure 2 , right). The main findings remained valid when performance differences were taken into account as a confounding covariate (data not shown).
Functional Connectivity
More than 69% of the overall variance could be attributed to two patterns significant at the p<0.0001 level (Anderson statistic [9] ). The first pattern (Figure 3 ) explained more than 50% of the total variance. This pattern FIGURE 1. The n-Back Working Memory Task a a One diamond-shaped stimulus was presented every 1.8 seconds. In the 0-back condition, a button corresponding to the number currently displayed was to be pressed; in the 2-back condition, the button corresponding to the number presented two trials before was to be pressed. The 0-back and 2-back conditions were repeated seven times (nine stimuli each). 
Stimulus
perfectly separated all patient scans from those of the comparison subjects: pattern expression was always negative for the patients and positive for the comparison subjects ( Figure 4, x axis) . The patients' pattern was characterized by loadings in the temporal lobe, especially the inferior temporal lobe and hippocampus, and the cerebellum, whereas the pattern expressed by the comparison subjects loaded on the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and cingulate gyrus bilaterally. Since this was true regardless of experimental condition (0-back or 2-back), we tested whether this pattern could be used prospectively to indicate the presence or absence of the disease. First, the ex- Table 2 . Images were thresholded at p<0.001 (uncorrected).
Patients > Comparison subjects Comparison subjects > Patients
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pression of the pattern was used to classify 100 scans of the subjects at rest, acquired from the same subjects but not entered into the original analysis used to derive the pattern. Ninety-four percent of these scans (47 of 50 patient scans and 47 of 50 comparison subject scans) were correctly classified ( Figure 5 , left acquired during the 2-back and 0-back conditions. Again, 94% of these scans were correctly classified ( Figure 5 , right).
The second pattern (explaining 19% of total variance) closely resembled the activation-deactivation seen during the working memory task relative to the control task (Figure 6 , top; compare with Figure 2 ). Whereas the pattern almost perfectly distinguished between task conditions in the comparison subjects (2.7% misclassified scans), the difference between the 2-back and 0-back tasks was much less clear-cut in the patients, 18.8% of whose scans were misclassified ( Figure 4 , y axis). Our method also enabled us to compare the variability of the expression of this pattern across scans and groups. The expression of the second pattern was more variable in the patients (Figure 6 , bottom). Variability was significantly increased between groups (F=12.5, df=1, 180, p<0.001, Levene test for homogeneity of variance) only during the working memory task (2-back condition), however; no difference (F=0.1, df=1, 180, p>0.75) between groups existed during the control condition.
Discussion
The present analysis used a canonical variates method that uncovered highly significant differences in putative functional connectivity patterns between patients and comparison subjects. Several methods for data-driven extraction of connectivity patterns are available (13, 14) . Our method addresses only linear dependencies of the data, whereas others also ensure independence of higher statistical moments (15) . However, this is unlikely to be a problem since the distribution of the present data is already close to Gaussian owing to the acquisition mode and preprocessing (smoothing); the higher moments can thus be derived by the first two.
First (Group-Separating) Eigenimage
Both task-dependent and task-independent patterns were found. The main contribution to the group difference was (relatively) independent of task, with predominant weightings in distributed networks that differentiated comparison and patient subjects. The opposite poles of this pattern are the bilateral frontal, especially dorsolateral prefrontal, frontal cortex and parietal areas (at the "comparison subject" endpoint) and temporal, especially inferotemporal and hippocampal, as well as cerebellar areas (at the "patient" pole).
Both structural (16) and functional (8) abnormalities of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex in schizophrenia have been repeatedly described. The fact that the "comparison subject pole" of this eigenimage is characterized by relatively more frontal activity is thus consistent with previous findings and extends them toward the involvement of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex in a neural network relevant to the disease. The prominent contribution of the anterior cingulate gyrus to the comparison subject pattern is of in- terest in view of recent theories about error monitoring or regulatory functionality in this area that may be deficient in schizophrenia (17, 18) .
Regions prominently associated with the "patient pole" of the pattern included inferotemporal areas, especially parahippocampal areas and the hippocampus, and the cerebellum. Major roles for hippocampal-limbic areas in the disease have long been proposed (19) . It is interesting that most of the available functional neuroimaging data show inappropriate hyperperfusion of hippocampal areas in schizophrenia (20, 21) , consistent with the positive association of this area with the pattern's patient pole. Involvement of the cerebellum, as in our data, has been hypothesized to lead to "cognitive dysmetria" in schizophrenia (22) . The face validity of our findings is substantiated by the fact that its prominent contributors are the major regions posited to play a role in schizophrenia, whereas primary sensory and motor regions do not appear to contribute to our group difference, a finding also in agreement with the literature.
Our findings regarding disturbed connectivity proper show that complete group separation between schizophrenic patients and comparison subjects can be achieved, and prospectively validated, by examining differences in functional connectivity, thus capturing an important neurobiological aspect of the disorder on the systems level. Several recent theories about disturbed connectivity underlying schizophrenia implicate specific patterns and can be compared to our findings. Friston and Frith (23) , using a different analytical approach (generalized eigenvalue solution), found a connectivity pattern in comparison subjects that was underexpressed in patients, reflecting disturbed frontotemporal connectivity in patients. A separate study confirmed disruption of frontotemporal interactions in schizophrenia (18) . Consistent with this was our finding that frontal and temporal structures are prominently involved at opposing ends of the group separation pattern but differ in the preferential inferotemporal/hippocampal involvement within the temporal lobe. Therefore, our data are in good agreement with the proposal that disturbed hippocampal-dorsolateralprefrontal interactions may underlie schizophrenia (24) .
Prospective Validation
To our knowledge, this is the first instance in which the utility of a specific neuroimaging finding to distinguish between diagnostic groups was prospectively examined in an independent group of data. Our ability to use the first eigenimage to classify unrelated scans from the same Comparison subject Patient study group as well as data from a new group of subjects strengthens the assumption that this pattern may reflect a trait marker. The fact that scans obtained at rest could be successfully classified shows that the classification is not likely to be based on a differential response to specific aspects of the task-control conditions (including performance-related effects); rather, it reflects disease-related impairment of cortical connectivity. However, other explanations remain possible, such as nonspecific effects of the scanning environment that affect patients and comparison subjects differently. Also, although our patients were medication free during the experiment, they had all received psychoactive drugs previously, and long-term effects of such treatment on functional connectivity cannot be ruled out.
The success in prospective validation should also encourage use of this approach to investigate other diagnostically related groups, such as patients with schizotypal personality disorder or schizoaffective psychoses, to more clearly delineate the specificity of disturbed connectivity in schizophrenia. Another promising application would involve relatives of schizophrenic patients in an attempt to characterize an intermediate phenotype and facilitate genetic linkage analyses (25) .
Second (Task-Related) Eigenimage
The second extracted eigenimage can be confidently linked to the activation-deactivation network recruited by the working memory task both by its scan-by-scan pattern expression and the virtually identical regional distribu- 2-back 0-back tion. The fact that this pattern was retrieved in the present analysis demonstrates that patients and comparison subjects differ significantly in the expression of their task-associated connectivity pattern. This finding is consistent with work demonstrating abnormal activation during working memory in schizophrenia (8) , particularly in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (26) . Our data extend this work in two ways. First, by assessing scan-by-scan expression, we ascertained that, relative to comparison subjects, patients showed greater variability in recruiting the identified neural system during working memory, but not during the 0-back condition. The fact that this group difference appeared only when the system was stressed may reflect an inability to sustain a task-adequate working memory network. Presumably related to this disease-associated disturbance is the finding that the distinction between the task and control conditions, almost perfect in the comparison subjects, was less clear in the patients. It is possible that this greater variability in state-dependent activation was due to the trait-related functional abnormalities, especially in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, reflected in the first pattern.
Assessment of Variance Explained
The second way this work extends previous findings is that we could directly compare the amounts of variance explained by the first and second eigenimages. While differences in neural response to working memory explained 19% of the variance, capturing an important aspect of disordered function in schizophrenia, the main group difference was captured by the first, relatively task-independent pattern. Thus, while cognitive subtraction paradigms (comparing a task to a matched control condition) provide better experimental control than studies at rest and confer some ability to isolate cognitive subcomponents, these approaches may miss important aspects of the pathology if a brain structure is affected but not differentially involved in the compared conditions. A data-driven method, such as the present one, that does not have this limitation can identify relevant neuroimaging patterns that do not fit the partitioning of the data into presupposed experimental conditions. The significant performance difference between our studied groups may be viewed as a consequence of the neurophysiological alterations demonstrated, or as a confound. This complex issue has been reviewed elsewhere (27) . Here we found no evidence for an effect of performance on the neuroimaging variance, since the first eigenimage was not only relatively task independent but also classified resting subjects, and the second eigenimage's expression was not related to performance.
Limitations of Functional Connectivity Approaches
As stated, functional connectivity is an operational definition capturing only one-albeit important-aspect of disturbed neuronal interactions. The relationship of this measure to neuronal firing, a phenomenon on an entirely different time scale, is likely complex (28) . Regional interactions are not necessarily linear (29) . Furthermore, linear correlation does not imply causality. For example, a visuomotor task requiring synchronous activation of visual and motor cortices does not argue for anatomical or causal connections of these areas. Thus, the fact that the variances of subpopulations of the data are best described by different eigenvectors does not immediately mean that these regions are "disconnected" if that implies causal or anatomical connections. The present findings should therefore be extended by methods that examine factors underlying the observed relationships between brain areas, such as structural equation modeling (30) or Volterrakernel series (31) . The results of the one such report of which we are aware (32) are in good agreement with the present findings in identifying disturbances in frontotemporal and intrafrontal interactions in a PET study of schizophrenic patients during semantic processing. 
